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Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsArgumentation for decision theory (motivation)
1 criticism made to decision theory: requires perfect problem
representations (decision tables, probability distributions and
utility functions)
2 idea: use argumentation to get such representations
Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsThe paper’s contribution
We propose
basic inﬂuence diagrams: simple graphical tool for describing
DM problems (decisions, uncertainties, beliefs, goals and
conﬂicts)
direct mapping from basic inﬂuence diagrams onto
assumption-based argumentation
liberal stable semantics as a way to generate decision tables
study relationship with existing semantics (admissible, naive,
stable...)
Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsDecision tables
Deﬁnition: lines = decisions, columns = scenarios, cells =
consequences. Example:
. s1 = {rains} s2 = {sunny}
d1 = {umbrella} {dry,loaded} {dry,loaded}
d2 = {¬umbrella} {¬dry,¬loaded} {dry,¬loaded}
Figure: Decision table for going out.
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Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsApproach based on argumentation
1 represent knowledge - basic inﬂuence diagrams
2 computational model - assumption-based argumentation
3 resolve - liberal stable semantics
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Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsBasic inﬂuence diagrams
loaded− dry+ ¬loaded+ ¬dry−
umbrella
OO 77 p p p p p p p p p p p p p
¬rain
OO
¬umbrella
OO 88 p p p p p p p p p p p p p
rain
OO
¬clouds?
OO
clouds?
77 p p p p p p p p p p p p p
cold
OO
if umbrella then loaded
if umbrella then dry
if ¬rain then dry
if ¬umbrella then ¬loaded
if ¬umbrella and rain then ¬dry
if ¬clouds then ¬rain
if clouds and cold then rain
cold
Figure: Basic inﬂuence diagram corresponding to the umbrella example.
Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsEquivalent assumption based argumentation framework
nodes (decisions, goals and beliefs) are language
L = {umbrella,loaded,¬clouds,...}
arcs are inference rules R = {umbrella
loaded ,
clouds,cold
rain ,...}
leaves (decisions and ?-beliefs) are assumptions
A = {umbrella,¬umbrella,clouds,¬clouds}
negations (p vs. ¬p) are contrary relation C ⊆ 2A × L
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Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsHow is rationality deﬁned ?
Consequences of decisions must be ’rational outcomes’ O ⊆ L:
not the case that p ∈ O and ¬p ∈ O (consistency)
either p ∈ O or ¬p ∈ O (decidedness)
exists assumptions A such that O = O(A) = {p ∈ L,A ` p}
(closure under dependency rules)
The set of assumptions A is rational iﬀ O(A) is a rational outcome.
Problem statement: ﬁnd exactly ALL rational opinions.
Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsWhich semantics to use ?
A set of assumptions A ⊆ A is deemed
conﬂict-free iﬀ A does not attack itself
naive iﬀ A is maximally conﬂict-free
admissible iﬀ A is conﬂict-free and A attacks every set of
assumptions B that attacks A
stable iﬀ A is conﬂict-free and attacks every set it does not
include
semi-stable iﬀ A is complete where {A} ∪ {B|A attacks B} is
maximal
+ preferred, complete and ideal...
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Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsLet us try with a small example...
Consider the following basic inﬂuence diagram and inﬂuence rules
p+ ¬p−
a
OO
b?
ddIIIIIIIIIIII
c
OO
if a and b then p
if c then ¬p
The rational opinions are A = {c}, {a,b}, {a,c} and {b,c}.
Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsSurprising solutions !
{} is conﬂict-free but not rational
{c} is not naive but is rational
{} is admissible but not rational
{c} is not stable but is rational
{c} is not semi-stable but is rational
{c} is not preferred but is rational
{c} is not complete but is rational
{a,c} is not grounded but is rational
{} is ideal but not rational
New semantics ?
Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsThe liberal stable semantics
Deﬁnition:
Abstract argumentation: S ⊆ Arg is liberal stable iﬀ S is
conﬂict-free and attacks a maximal set of arguments.
Assumption-based argumentation: A ⊆ A is conﬂict-free and
attacks a maximal set of sets of assumptions.
Properties (in symmetric assumption-based frameworks):
Every stable set is liberal stable and every liberal stable set is
conﬂict-free and admissible.
Under extensible frameworks: every naive, stable or preferred
set is liberal stable and every liberal stable set is conﬂict-free
and admissible.
Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsHow good is the semantics ?
In the previous example, works perfectly. More generally...
Theorem 1: All rational solutions are liberal stable.
Theorem 2: If every naive opinion is decided, then every
liberal stable solution is rational.
Decidedness of naive opinion is a very natural requirement.
Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsApplication to Poker: risk / movement ♣
no_risk+ small_risk− big_risk−
fold
OO
check
ccGGGGGGGGG
call
OO
raise
OO
Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsApplication to Poker: psychological eﬀects ♠
add_pot_value+ incr._fut._chances+
opp_strong? // opp_conﬁdent
OO
opp_scared
OO
¬impressive act_weak
OO
oo act_strong act_very_strong oo
OO
fold
77 o o o o o o o o o o o o o
'' P P P P P P P P P P P P P check
OO
'' O O O O O O O O O O O O O call
OO

kkWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
raise
OO
vvnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
¬bet bet
Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsApplication to Poker: hand strength dynamics ♦
fragile_hand?

¬likely_best− likely_best+ solid_hand?

¬likely_best_fut.− likely_best_fut.+
¬improv._poss?
OO
bad_hand?
OO
ggOOOOOOOOOOOO
33 h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h
good_hand?
OO
77 o o o o o o o o o o o o
kkVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV
pot._better_hand?
OO
Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsResult obtained ♥
. s1 ∨ s7 s2 ∨ s8 s3 ∨ s9
d1 NR+, APV+, UB−, UBF− NR+, APV+, UB−, UBF− NR+, APV+, LB+, LBF+
d2 NR+, APV+, UB−, UBF− NR+, APV+, UB−, UBF− NR+, APV+, LB+, LBF+
d3 SR−, APV+, UB−, UBF− SR−, UB−, UBF− SR−, APV+, LB+, LBF+
d4 BR−, APV+, IFC+, UB−, UBF− BR−, IFC+, UB−, UBF− BR−, APV+, IFC+, LB+, LBF+
. s4 ∨ s10 s5 ∨ s13 s6 ∨ s14
d1 NR+, APV+, LB+, LBF+ NR+, APV+, UB−, LBF+ NR+, APV+, UB−, LBF+
d2 NR+, APV+, LB+, LBF+ NR+, APV+, UB−, LBF+ NR+, APV+, UB−, LBF+
d3 SR−, LB+, LBF+ SR−, APV+, UB−, LBF+ SR−, UB−, LBF+
d4 BR−, IFC+, LB+, LBF+ BR−, APV+, IFC+, UB−, LBF+ BR−, IFC+, UB−, LBF+
. s11 ∨ s15 s12 ∨ s16
d1 NR+, APV+, LB+, UBF− NR+, APV+, LB+, UBF−
d2 NR+, APV+, LB+, UBF− NR+, APV+, LB+, UBF−
d3 SR−, APV+, LB+, UBF− SR−, LB+, UBF−
d4 BR−, APV+, IFC+, LB+, UBF− BR−, IFC+, LB+, UBF−
Figure: Compact decision table for playing a hand.
s1 = {bad_hand, solid_hand, no_improvement_possible, opponent_strong}
s7 = {bad_hand, fragile_hand, no_improvement_possible, opponent_strong}
...
Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semanticsSummary and conclusion
introduced basic inﬂuence diagrams for knowledge
representation in decision making
use simple mapping onto assumption-based argumentation
rationality obtained via new semantics of liberal stability
liberal stable solutions provide qualitative decision tables
Matt, Toni Basic inﬂuence diagrams and the liberal stable semantics